Here, we report simultaneous surface profile measurements of several bacterial species involved in microbially influenced corrosion and their solid-surface interfaces by using vertical scanning interferometry. The capacity to nondestructively quantify microscale topographic changes beneath a single bacterium without its removal offers a unique opportunity to examine in vivo microbe-surface interactions.
As microbiology advances, the relevance of bacterial surface interaction has become abundantly apparent, and the study of microbial communities attached to surfaces (also known as biofilms) has become a major focus. As biofilms form and develop, the surfaces to which they selectively attach may be altered through the activities of the resident microbes, as in microbially influenced corrosion, involving the release of chemicals or the deposition of electrochemically active minerals that accelerate surface demineralization and corrosion, with repercussions spanning from cavity formation in teeth to pit development on a ship's hull (1-4, 6-8, 10, 11, 15, 17-20) . Current methods for the characterization of altered surfaces require the removal of the causative bacteria, terminating the process. Noninvasive, visual methods that provide a quantitative understanding of a corroding solid surface and associated bacterial interactions are highly desirable.
Here, we describe the use of vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) to directly measure the surface profiles of both microbes and the surface beneath them. VSI, a rapid, noncontact, minimally invasive technology, combines reflected-light microscopy with Mirau interference optics, using the wave properties of light to precisely define a vertical dimension, with resolutions of Ͻ1 m laterally and Ͻ1 nm vertically (12) (13) (14) . Light reflected from the sample (returned as interferometric fringes) is converted into graphical data called a correlogram and analyzed for peaks to extrapolate the height (z dimension) for every pixel of an image, resulting in a topographical map of a surface (see Fig. S1 and S2 in the supplemental material).
Previously, we described bacterial imaging artifacts associated with light reflected from the surface beneath the bacteria (21) . Expanding on techniques used to measure thin-film depth (16), we hypothesized that making minor changes in data acquisition and interpretation would allow us to use the light reflected from both the bacteria and their interface to (i) correct VSI imaging artifacts commonly seen when attempting to visualize bacteria on a surface and (ii) access a second set of fringes from the surface beneath a bacterium.
To evaluate imaging defects on a larger scale, the evaporating edges of several different water drops on mirror steel were scanned by VSI (Fig. 1) . Correlogram analyses of a series of points along each drop, moving from deep to shallow, revealed five factors key to imaging interfaces though transparent particles: (i) two correlogram peaks were acquired for every pixel of the video where water covered the polished steel, versus one correlogram peak per pixel for dry polished steel; (ii) as the water depth decreased, so did the distance between the two peaks; (iii) if the amplitude of peak 1 was greater than that of peak 2, then the expected three-dimensional (3-D) image height was obtained, and if the amplitude of peak 1 was less than that of peak 2, then the 3-D image height was lower than expected; (iv) based on a known location of the steel, by using the first peak, the actual height of the water's surface was calculated; and (v) the second peak corresponded to the known location of the steel after correction for the known refractive index (see the supplemental material).
In this approach, when a correlogram for a bacterium is acquired, the peak amplitude defines the surface reflectivity and the distance between peaks defines the thickness (the distance from the microbe surface to the interface) after correction for refractive index changes (see Fig. S3 in the supple-mental material). Using facultative anaerobe Shewanella oneidensis MR-1, a metal oxide-reducing bacterium capable of protecting steel from corrosion (5), we measured bacterial height on polished mirror steel. Height measurements were highly variable; individual bacteria with no morphological abnormalities (as determined by environmental scanning electron microscopy) were commonly interpreted as structures that sat both above and below the steel surface ( Fig. 2A) , and two-peak correlograms from each area supported the amplitude and height findings from the water experiments described above (Fig. 2B) . Measurements made via scanning near-field optical microscopy, a method that measures light passage through a medium, confirmed translucence variability within a single cell, consistent with VSI height measurement variability (data not shown).
To expand the range of VSI data acquisition to conditions that were suboptimal in reflectivity but were known to be capable of corroding or demineralizing a particular substrate, we measured S. oneidensis MR-1 on calcite (Fig. 3A) , Streptococcus mutans UA159 on hydroxyapatite (Fig. 3B),   FIG. 1 . Measurement of the edge of a drop of water and its steel interface. Above the correlograms is a 3-D height map of the edge of a drop of water on polished steel, made using current software. Current software, clearly, has miscalculated the locations of points 3 to 5. Superimposed is a recalculation of the height of the water surface at all six points (displayed as red dots and a red line), based on the interpretation of the correlograms below. The black dots with the black line are the calculation of the location of the underlying steel surface after correction for the refractive index. Below are correlograms for the six points throughout the drop of water, moving from deep to shallow. These correlograms were used to calculate the depth of the water at each of the six points and the location of the steel. The black line in each correlogram represents the height of the steel after correction for the index of refraction. The measurements in red indicate the distance of the first peak from the steel surface, corresponding to the depth of the water at each of the six points. a.u., arbitrary units. (as a bump) . If the amplitude of peak 1 (red arrowheads) is smaller than that of peak 2 (black arrowheads), then the bacterium appears as a pit (left panel). If the amplitude of peak 1 is larger than that of peak 2, then the bacterium appears as a bump on the surface of the steel (right panel). In both the environmental scanning electron microscope and VSI images, two additional bacteria that appear normally are displayed to the left for comparison. a.u., arbitrary units. and a sulfate-reducing bacterium isolated from environmental sludge on steel (Fig. 3C) ; each of these organisms is known to be involved in the corrosion or demineralization of the respective contacting substrate. VSI measurements of the bacteria (confirmed to be accurate by atomic force microscopy) consistently resulted in two correlogram peaks. Current VSI software can improperly calculate the pixel height of a transparent particle on a surface, resulting in height measurement errors, such as the false pit in the VSI image in Fig. 3C . Each calculated bacterial height, based on the first correlogram peak, yielded an expected measurement, regardless of 3-D height map defects generated with current VSI software ( Fig. 3; data not shown) .
In this study, we have shown how to (i) correct imaging artifacts generated with current software and (ii) simultaneously measure a bacterial surface and the surface on which it sits, without removing the potentially active surface-modifying bacteria. This constitutes the first step toward our goal of directly measuring surface modifications (dissolution or deposition) as they occur. With the adaptation of VSI for higher resolution, minor software adjustments, and calibration improvements, we should be able not only to measure dissolution beneath a single cell in real time but also to pinpoint the location where microbially influenced corrosion actually begins (if any exists). For more detail on making accurate measurements, see the supplemental material.
Clearly, the ability to noninvasively study the microbe or particle-solid interface in real time has broad relevance, ranging from microbial ecology to medicine to material sciences and semiconductors. By understanding the nature of microbesolid interface interactions, it may be possible to have an impact on processes such as microbially influenced corrosion, caused by sulfate-reducing bacteria that electrochemically corrode steel, or medical processes, such as the demineralization of tooth enamel by S. mutans lactic acid secretions (6, 9, 20) . By directly visualizing real-time height changes in the microbemineral interface and refractive index changes to a bacterial population using modifications proposed in this study, we should be able to gain insight into the processes by which bacterial biofilms modify their interactive surfaces.
